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City Council,
City Con.neil
,Part II·
By Tom Fish
& Marianne Flagg
ESPITE THE GLARE of public
attention focused on the issue
of Boise's downtown re-
development, all the candi-
dates in next week's Boise City
Council election.agree that the realsleeping
giant in the race is the issue of how a
burgeoning city can maintain .effective,
efficient city services, and maintairia high
, quality of life without raising property
taxes. .
Candidate Darrell Babbitt, 58, says the
emphasis must rest on supporting-police
and' fire protection; the. library, .and the
Greenbelt, and he.." acknowledges 'that'
"other services might have to suffer."
Babbitt, an account executive and a 1942
graduate of Boise Junior College, he does
support a city appeal to the legislature to
get the authority to undertake local option
taxes. Of the variety of tax options
Continued to page II a
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City Hall, home of the City Council in downtown Boise
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An Uncommon
Voice in the
Folksinger
U.Utah ..Phillips
by janice.Pavlic
.. , •.. ,:' HE BATTEREDOiD guitar case Before' dinner Phillips. talked with
, that has seen many a mileIs reporters from .The University News about
stuck together with strappmg his life, his beliefs, and his ideals.
,tapeand stickers of bygone . . '. .'
tours . The scuffed .black case IU. Utah, Himself
rests on the Basque Center's stage, a guitar . . . .
lodged in .it's belly," awaiting :its owner, U.N. What are you trying to say With
U. Utah Phillips.".". ..... . .' '. Your music? . .
Phillips,' ailmucli an eclectic as the '., U.P.Oh, words ••.in consecutive order--
collect,ion of stickers on his guitar 'Ctlse, subjects, verbs, .. predicates. If lean get
dined andidallled with members of the away with that I'm ahead of the game. Past
~" • ..-.iIllL""~~L:.--l Rocky Moun~ain Modern Language that--~v'erything;wherever your mind
"!' Association' (RMMLA),bcfore .hl}enter~. goes.' .
. tained.theui~~ing '.RMMLA's, Boise I';;':" ---------------
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Il:!:!!R~Ee!IQ.~ shorthandor speed writing, letter composition and ruing skills.
,Zi Should live close to BSU, must have morning hours free" and work well with people. If1;;:1 interested call The University News at 385-1464, or apply at our office on the second floor of
!;:>i the SUB.. .
-souP.
-SALAD.
- SANDWICHES
• DEER
- WINE
- SODA
.Monday • Thursday
3 pm to Close
Buy one Large sandwich
and set a pitcher of
Beer for only $100
il2 Olock SO. of Uniyetsity .on 'Oroadway
Mon.Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm.
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 7 pm
\
I• LET US-
'pAy
YOUR WAY!
................................................................ _ ..-.- _ .._." _ ..
ART
LINKLErtTER
Come and
Hear
I
In Person.
At The
HOWTOPAY",. , ... - .. , .. -' .
".FOR
MEDICA.L
SCHOOL
. Get yourself accepted by
-an accredited Medical or
OsteopathiC school ..
Call Ray Bailey Collect in Boise
(208) 334-1493.
. Make your. appointment
to see iI' you qualify for a
Naval Commission.
After qualifying, go to
med school with tuition and
fees, books and supplies, plus
a little spending money ($485
per month).
......
-NATlVESUN PROOUCTIONscJ?RESENTS
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IUICE NEWTON
:" 1111!i~~::h:' Y . ..... \rllli
SUNDAY NOV. 8TH 8:00P.M.
BOISESTATEUNIVERSITY GYM
SPECIAL GUESTS WINDFALL
$8.00 BSUStudents $9.00 Gen. Adm.: $11.00 Day of Show --
Tickets on Sale Now Sponsored byB.S.U. P.E. Dept.
Budget Tape- & B.S.U. Sub Information Claypool's Texas
Re':orJ, _ IZ22 Hood, Barbecue - 22l)
Hruadwav N. lOth
The Ourdoorsrnan Dr, City of S<llln'J
l)norl a1111Park \Vestl:ato: Mall
ONTARIO: Eli', Ih·,'orJ, NAMPA: Dr, City of Sound
& Audio \\'o:stl'ark PIa=a Karcher Mall
BOISE FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
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News--
Real
by Pacific
News Service
Civilians Face Draft
You may not have to join the Army to
fight for your country: Congress is
considering legislation to call up critical
civilian technicians automatically in case of
war. Most of them are already working for
the Military as civilian contractors,
stationed on carriers and planes-Including
AWACS--to service equipment that's too
complicated for the Pentagon to run by
itself. WashingtonPost, Oct. 8.
Can You Dig It
Inflation is sending more Americans out
of their homes and into their gardens. A
poll commissioned by a Vermont group
called "Gardens For All" says a record 47
percent of all households planted vegetable
gardens this year, and most did it to save
money .The greatest increase in gardening
is among young people in their
20s--expecially in rapidly-developing urban
areas. And, the survey says, it's a great
investment: the average gardener spent
only 20 dollars to harvest more than 400
dollars worth of food.
Ma's Day in Washington
An almost unnoticed provision of the, tax
bill approved this year by Congress should .
save the phone company awhopping 14
billion dollars in taxes over the next decade.
Until this year, depreciation laws required
AT&T to take 20 years to write off the costs
of their central office switching equipment.
But a new clause in the law-which applies
only to "telecommunications companies';
allows the equipment to be written off in
just five years, giving Ma Bell billions in tax
deductions. The law, which still must be
approved by the Treasury Department,
applies to others in the phone industry.but
80 percent of the special tax break will go to
AT&T; WallStreet Journal, October 7.
Pentagon GoneHBananas"
Population expert Paul Ehrlich says
administration officials' who believe the
U.S. could win a nuclear war with the
Russians are "simply bananas and ought to
be committed." The Stanford professor,
who led the zero population growth
movement in the 1960's, says defense
planners have adopted what he calls the
"bizarre notion" that a nuclear war could
'be contained and won, while their own
forecasts predict the death of three-quarters,
of the American population within a
month of the beginning of a nuclear
conflict. Even if the U.S. was able to attack
Russia without retaliation, Ehrlich says,
changed weather patterns and crop failures
would kill millions of Americans by
starvation. Instead of taking that chance,
Ehrlich says, the U.S.should begin
disarmament on its own--perhaps by
dismantling some intercontinental missles
and challenging Russia to do the same.
Such a gesture. in Ehrlich's words, "would
,not significantly alter American
security--and if the Soviets refused to
reciprocate, America would have a priceless
propaganda victory."The Reagan
administration could really boost American
security, he says, by restoring solar and
energy projects to reduce dependence on
foreign oil. Cutting those programs while
spending added billions on defense, Ehrlich
says, is "like a family planning to starve its
children; so it can keep an elephant for a
pet!' •
Mayoral"Candidatebv.Iariice Pavlic " , ," ~:~,--=-=-==-=-===
According to an Idaho Statesman article
by Rod Hunt, "His father didn't believe in
public education. Sorrell had a private
tutor. In fact, he remained with a tutor 'for
his college' training to the point, says
Sorrell, where he earned two Masters
degrees."
Sorrell sums up the type of person Boise
needs for mayor by saying. "We need"
somebody like a Captain Kirk. We've got a
head of security, Kelly Pearce, or a Mr.
'Speck-the fellow is very rigid a lot of the
time and we have people that do their
talents Very well, but see, we don't have a
manager, we don't have a captain."
"Every community, every home, every
country needs a captain ... he's like a pilot.
He 'doesn't shout orders and tell people
what to do," continued Sorrell, "he tells us
where togo to keep the thing together."
"It's not a personal thing between us,
when the captain gives orders it's for the
good of everybody on board!" said Sorrell.
Jim Sorrell, Boise's fifth mayoral'
candidate can be depicted as one of the
more unique individuals in the mayoral
race.
Not spending a red cent on his campaign, '
Sorrell -Is depending solely on media
coverage, mouth-to-mouth and Ma Bell.
The main undercurrent of his campaign
is the promotion of.interpersonal commun-
ication. In a recent Idaho Statesman article
Sorrell said, "When a community is close,
attached to one another in compassion,
most things naturally work out' to the
best." One 'way he would achieve, this
would be to reinitiate block parties, in
neighborhoods. '
Sorrell, 37, is a private computer
consultant 'originally from San Antonio,
Texas. He moved to Boise in 1973 and has
lived here offand.on since then.
Beginning with the issues at hand, Sorrell
does not think auto emission controls are
needed, that Boise has no air qUalify'
problem. If air quality worsens, he thinks
we should begin to moderate, to drive less. 1-:::==-,-=-------------1
At that time he will 'opt for public
education, we need to "alert, wake-up lind
dlscipline the community," he said.
Sorrell thinks the police are to "protect
and serve." Believing that, police have
isolated themselves from the public,Sorrell
said the police should assume "more active
involvement in people's lives," according
to the Idaho Statesman.
Sorrell thinks Boise should "dump the
whole thing" , in reference to the Winmar
plan, ' so small shops could' be built'
downtown., He advocates the construction
of small suburban malls.
Sorrell would like to see synchronized
traffic lights in Boise. In addition, he also
wants the Idaho Statesman to be privately
owned, instead of belonging to Gannett
News Service, so the reporters would be
comm unity-oriented. '
Sorrell formerly worked six months at
KSPD-AM 'and KFXD.-~M as a radio
- -. '~"'. - . -~ ;,',
George Thorogood during one of the
quieter moments of his rock 'n roll
concert. The concert was a part of
Thorogood's,50150 tour throughout the
United States. Photo by Meg Fereday,
. newsman;
A Break For Women Farm Workers
propose a plan of action, how to tap the
resources they were learning about, tlien
, they learned how to develop a proposed
plan of action based on their individual
needs.
Speakers at the workshop included
representatives of the sponsors, Morrison-
Knudsen, Idaho Power,' First Security
Bank, the Center 'for Employment Training
in Nampa, the YWCA, and Idaho's
Department of Employment.
Educational opportunities described
were the Comprehensive Employment
,.Training Act (CETA), the high school
equivalency test (GED), College Level
,Examination Program (CLEP), community
and formal school programs, correspon-
dence courses, and library resources. Also
addressed were child care services. financial
aid, and remedial education opportunities.
j ,CET A trainees can go through the
regular programs through the state
employment offices and/or go through the
program "Career Life Design" at the
;YWCA. The latter teaches life and job
hunting skills, lasts ten weeks, and runs six
hour.s a day. Both pro'gramspay
participants to attend. Formore inforrna-
,tion call the' Idaho Migrant Council at'
~,45~97.61.
Compared to Mexico, the United States
might be 'the land -of opportunity,' but
female migrant/seasonal farm workers face
many obstacles while trying to' tap the
opportunites they know exist.
A workshop entitled II Alternative
Employment Opportunites for Female
Migrant/Seasonal Farmworkers: The
Needs and Issues", was held at BSU and at
the Idaho Migrant Council from October
13-16. It, was sponsored by the Idaho
Migrant Council and D & G Associates, a
Las Vegas consulting firm on contract with
_ the National Department of Labor to teach
workshops in Idaho, Utah, and Arizona.
The, purpose of the workshop was to
confront the language, cultural, religious,
educational, and employment barriers
facing these migrant/seasonal farmworking
women and to teach them the basic tools
for improving their situations.
These tools are severely lacking. By
identifying their needs, the need to become
more independent, the need to become,
employable, and the need to' supplement
"family income, the women were. able to
begin defining the problems they are faced
with in America. . ,',..'
Major problems alsq include fear of,
chang!;, conflicts, social values.' and the,
lack of applicable political knowledge (like
how to vote, how to vote for those who I
most closely represent them, etc).
After defining the problems, the women
analyzed opportunities available to them .. i
"Private Sector Opportunities," "~u~ll- .
tional Opportunities;" arid "Government
Opportunities," works~opleaders realistic-.
'ally portrayed ,educational employment
'programs, and their prerequisites~ ,
The workshop also addressed how 'to
utilize these resources. Since a major
obstacle fodhe femalefarmworkers 'is 'a
lack of interviewing "skills and a lack of
tools for achieving their goals, this was one
of the. most important areas the workshop
,covered. . ' .
Next, the participants learned how, to
Evans Addresses'"
Idaho Press 'Club
" I' think' it isa reasonable, ,responsible
request," said 'Jerry Evans, state superin-
tendent of, public, "instruction, "of " the
$352,160,tOO proposed ,budget for public
schools that will be submitted to the Idaho,
, , legislature." " '", ., '" .,' •
Thursday, ,;at an Idaho. Press, Club
luncheon, Evans talk'ed about the 1982-83
public school budget which was approved ,
Wednesday by the State Board of
Education: At the luncheon Evans also
Continued topagen.
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,ASBSU Senatorial
General Elections
This fall's Associated Student Body of
, Boise State University senatorial elections
saw a strange twist: whereas the primary
elections had a record-high voter turn-out,
the general election was termed the lowest
voter attendance in recent BSU history.
In the general election, October 23 and
24, only 303 students voted, whereas 678
students voted in the primaries on
September 30th and October lst. Student
government elections elect five students in
the Fall, and five in the Spring.
According to Director of the Student
Activities Office, Steve Dingmann, the
reason behind last week's poor voter
turn-out is not clear. Dingmann said,
'however, that a possible cause of the low
turn-out may have been that the Election
board was not able to use the same \ oting
booths that were used in the primaries. The
booths that had been borrowed from the
City of Boise were not available because
they were being used for the city mayoral
primaries.
Also, the Homecoming 'elections were
combined with the primary senatorial
elections, and possibly encouraged a higher
voter turn-out, Dingmann said.
The results of the general election of
ASBSU senators are the following: Arts
and Sciences. Terrv Ratliff-43. Laurynda
Reed-7; Business, Greg Waller-34; Monte
Starchinan-lO; Education, Todd Barnes-B.
NaomiPeck-4; Health Sciences, Helen
Holt~5B, Eric Anderson-42; Vo-Tech,
Robert Rounds-31, Stephen Debenedetti-6.
ASBSU
In Reno
by Meg Fereday
About ten ASBSUofficers will travel to
Reno, Nevada, this weekend to attend the
University of Nevada-Reno and BSU
football game, and to attend an
after-the-game social function sponsored
by Reno alumni.
The group of student body personnel will
llse$385 from the student government fund
to pay for gas and lodging.
But according to ASBSU President Tony
Lund, part of that money will come out of
his personal presidential budget.
Lund said that he was extended an
invitation to come to Reno for the game by
the University of Nevada-Reno student
body president last June at the Big Sky
Conference, and that the invitation
included other BSU student body members.
, Deanna Gibler, president pro-tern of the
ASBSU senate, Introduced the motion to
allocate the $385 for the Reno trip. The
expense breakdown, according to her, is
$225 for gas split among three cars, and
$160 for lodging. According to Gibler. the
trip is to be a "p.r.' (public relations)
trip. She said "I suppose the justification is
that the senators feel that they deserve it
(the trip) because they do a lot of hard
work."
Gibler is not goingto Reno herself. "I
personally feel that the weekend could be
better spent at home and for a' lot less
money," she said. She added that she will
be attending -the student leadership
.cohterence .at BSU this weekend instead.
ASBSU Treasurer Tracey Lefteroff,
when asked about trips taken in the past by
senators; said that they had done so, "on
business". Lefteroff. declined to give any
reasons as to why the senators chose to go
to Reno on Student funds. He said, "They
can allocate any thing they want." He said
that his job is to keep track of the money
(spent on the trip), and to tabulate the
receipts afterwards. '
ASBSU Vice president Kay Kemp is also
going to Reno to see the game, although she"
will go' on her own expense. She said that
,the alumni of both schools will hold a social
function after the game.on 'Saturday night,
and that' the student leaders of BSU and the
alumni are invited to' attend:
.AVIATION· TRAINEES~WANTED!
The U.S. Navy is looking for highly
l11otivatedsophomores. juniors and
seniors to become pilots. air tactical
coordinators and electronic/ computer
operators:
There is no affiliation with a ROTC
Unit. nor do you need to have 20120
vision.
If you quali fy, we can guarantee you
aviation training. Sound too good
to be true?
Call: Mr. Owsley Collect (208) 334-1495:
Migh,y
Mean Green
Mickey's Malt Liquor
FLY NAVY ..THE BEST ALWAYS HAVE!
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~ 1905Broadway 1273 So. Orchard I
I Expires 11/18/8 f· ..... II . . I----------------~---~-------_.
:~<.union EHTRAI
pogus BaSi't Day atB8U. .20¢ 'OFF any MILKSHAKE!
ExhIbitors:
BrU Outdoor Activities ..
University food Service ..
Bob Gr.enwoods Ski House ..
mcu Sports • Open Air Sports ..
Caldwell Bus Co•• Team 2 Sports ..
Bootworks * Idaho Sporting Goods ..
BrU Bookstore * .Sunset Sports ..
Bogus Basin Marketing ..
Boise City Recreation Ctr.
FOREIGN CAR PARTS
ACCISSO.'U rool _.
PARTS fOR • AUOI • AusnN HEAlEY. 8.M.W .• CAJ'ftI
• OATWN • RAT • HONDA • M[Jl;CED(S.8EHl • MG • OPEl
• PWTO • PORSCHE • TOYOTA. TRfUMPH • VOlVO
• VOlKSWAG£N
~·~4·November·1981
SUB Lobby
8am-5pm
free ski-movies in the
Sols.on lounge
~~··1
j:j:j:: Must be at least a part time BSU student with touch typing, shorthand or speed writing, letter l1 ::~:~
:j::::: composition and filing skills. Should live close to BSU, must have morning hours free, and work well with :::::~
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SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS,
From
422£L PLANNING-.
YOUR SPRING SEMESl1~K?
PLAN t~OW FOR
BSU IN EUROPE!!
Full Semester Credit for Studies Abroad!
April - May - June
in Cologne or in London
It '" LIIIII.tr\. -lchruarv, Murch to prepare for the term in Eurllp")
DO JASON* PROUD Liberal Arts Program in Europe, costs
about the same as living arid going to
school a semester in Boise,
plus travel expenses.
Find the Fleece garments
from The North Face.
Also Selected X-( Gear
At Up To 40% Savings
'.
INTERESTED?
. See the StudiesAbroadOfficc,
BSO~i~eral Arts Bui~ding,· Room 212
1011 W~ldoho
342-7738
P4GE,4 ,* UNJVERSI11,Y;NEWSt~;'(J.CT.\28WOJl.,.s ,-
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An"Uncommon
Voice
In The Wilderness
• Continued from cover
U. Utah Phillips is "concerned that
people, once again, learn to sing their own
" songs and tell their own tales, from the time
they're kids to the time they're old. ,,' I've
.played all my life, but only for a living since
1969. Whatever I do, I want to try to help
give people some tools .... the songs and the
tales."· . .
"If I can do it, anyone can do it. I
literally have no talent in that direction. I'm
in the wrong profession, I don't like
crowds, I'm a hermit, I'm a rather' shy
scholar." . .
"I would rather figure out how to
translate Egyptian than spend half the year-
travelling. Oh, I like' that-diggin' into a
new town. I do have wandering feet. But
that's not my base nature, my bedrock."
U.N. So,. though you characterize
yourself as shy do you feel compelled to
carry on the oraltradidon, to wake people
up, jolt them? .
U.P. Also to help them to laugh, be
ridiculous and absurd, that's a large part of
what I like to do. If things aren't. funny
then all they are is what they are and that's
a lifetime dental appointment! So my first
response to almost anything is to extract the
humor.
Gets me into enormous amounts of
trouble, but, that's the way the' mind
works, mine, anyway." .
Phillips has a. very diverse background.
He served in the army, though he's "glad I
got out of that."In any case, that's where
he picked up the name 'Utah'. His real
name is Bruce Phillips.
He's a father, a farmer,' and -an
organizer, in addition to being a folk
singer. Back in '68 he even ran for the U.S.
Senate. Phillips lives on the outskirts of
Spokane with his partner, Sheila.
After 20 years "I left Utah, was on .a
blacklist from the senatorial campaign of
'68.1 ran on the Peace and Freedom ticket,
then. We were on the ballot in '68 when
. Eugene McCarthy declined to run. We
hada convention in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
came home and petitioned to get on the
ballot. Our presidential candidate was
Eldridge Cleaver, vice president was Corky
Rudolfo Gonzales. We ran an anti-Vietnam
campaign, a lot of other issues ... a lot
of women's issues, basically the same Issues
we're fighting today, it hasn't changed. It's
gone a bit backwards and I worry about it,
I really do."
"I also want to get out some tools of
analysis. The difficulty is not just resisting
the importuneness of capitalist propaganda
but-recognizing that the whole system is
rotten."
One of Phillips' many skills is that of
organizing, and' he's had a lot of
experience. This is the 27th year he's been a
member of the Industrial Workers of the
World Union (J.WW, Wobblies) and helped
organize an IWW drive last December in
Montana. More recently, he was "glad to'
be 'part of the steering committee for
Solidarity Northwest .... a demonstration
which took place a couple of weeks age in
Northern Idaho. It was a coalition of
environmental, labor,' and community
organizations ..• like senior citizen groups
and Head Start."
. On' the homefront and on the road,
Phillips leads an active' and well-defined
life. .
"My year's pretty regular. I work 6 touTS
from November 1 . to May 1 . in 6 regions
of the country, then I quit and get ready to
plant. I have a little farm that I work during
the suinmer where we try to grow most of
our own food ...we're doing' subsistence
farming .french~intensive, biq-dynamic." .
"Sheila is my partner, in Spokane, and
the mother of our children. I have a son
who'& 20, by a former marriage iri Utah,
and in Spokane I have an 18 month old
daughter and a 4 year old boy;"
U.N: How do you go about being a
father ... How are you different now from
when you raised your first child? .
D.P. I've changed a ..great deal--by
paying attention. I Just know more, I'm
more equipped to handle it. We don't
wat~h television at home, we tell tales, we
tell stories. .
We (son Brendon and Utah) gut a coffee·
can, cardboard, paint and made a dandy
spaceship, got a plastic lid on it so you can
put figures inside, you see. We had the
pleasure of making it together; we used
things that were available in the home, and.
now he has an' enormous amount of fun
playing with it, and when it breaks he fixes
it. .
Sure its crude, but, the story has power,
it's in his.mind, in his imagination.
capitalism seduces us into believing that
the objects have power, that the story can't
happen inside your head without the object
is ludicrous. ~"
Parents buy that trip. When a father. goes
away from home and comes back, the kid
Flying KaramozovBrothers (jugglers and
sword swallowers, from Eugene, Oregon),
Mose the Fire Eater, and BubbaMagic. We
dida chautauqua up to Vancouver; then
they. ~entcross' country 'to Montreal, and
we all met again down onthe Hudson River
at the Bear Mountain Festival. .
Sword swallowing used to be a common
thing. I love good vaudeville, there used to
be SQ many traditional performing arts you
don't see anymore. Like a good magician,
an illusionist, a good sleight of hands.
U.N. NoW it's all TV or video games.
U.P. And sit, and sit, and sit. ..
Utah Phillips pauses during a folk song he sang a capel/a. Photo by Steve Mi/asky.
jumps up. and dO\!ll saying, 'What did
you bring me, what did you bring me?' It's
not because the. kid is greedy:wh&t the child ',~
wants is you and not the object. . '.
The greatest gift you can give a child is
time and space. Real time with you, and
space to grow-into,
Folkmusic and Fanfare
The Family.
Utah Phillips has definite ideas about
families,' too. He thinks the. family is
breaking .down, in part, from "the
pressures of the marketing system."
"We have to resist those pressures, there
are hard times sweeping down on us. The
shadows are long, the hour is late, and the
Utah Phillip's main vehicle for reaching only ark that most of us have that's going
the people is through his music. "I'm very to carry us over the flood is the family." "
involved with language and folk music, "We're not putting enough time in on it,
both ';;vhic~ I regard as the people's things are full of holes ... the family is
business. I'm interested in communicating merchandised."
the people's business to. the'people),L,; ."..,', -, •.\~Each one is! merchandised separately
"We live in mid-20th century liberal and the family is pulled apart, the primary
corporate capitalism in a industrial society, life is no longer in the home, but away from
does that cover it? Everything is turned into the home."
'a commodity," he exclaimed. U.N. The New Right, the Reagan
"We come from an environment in our' Administration, the Moral Majority talk
fairly. recent past, where we made or about the importance of the family, how its
"traded, or grew most of what we used or breakdown is causing the breakdown of a
ate. That, of course, has changed to an moral system, which is similar to what
extreme where everything is a commodity, you're saying ...
including our music, our" language, our U.P .. I'm saying that' the family is
stories and tales:" currently maintained as a capitalist fiction.
"The literature of the rest of the world What capitalism wants, and its mouth-
was largely oral, ours was until the fairly pieces--the Reagomaniacs and the Moral
recent past. Ii Majority, are stable production units. .
"In Ireland and Scotland, the whole The purpose of the family within
Celtic.world, authorities had access to any capitalism is to nurture young workers, to
number of written languages but declined be obeisant, quiescent, and obedient. Don't
to use thembecaiise it was more important think---capitalism will feed your body and
that people learned the tales and songs and starve your brain. It shouldn't bother you
music. It bound the families together." as long as your body's taken care of,
U.N. Last time you were here you, talked everythings really alright. Their idea of a
about singing circles... family is a capitalist fiction.
U.P. Yes, people should learn how to get More and more of the families that I see
together and share our music and our are in despair, and I travel all over .the
common heritage,and conversations. Not country. Familieshavetremendous internal .
just getting together with a peer group, but pressures because they. cannot define what
with their elders and children. they really are, other than in factors that
There's no way you're going to construct come from outside of the home, which
'a mid-19th century rural environment, but .makes it virtual!y impossible for them to
to make the present more liveable, that's define what the family is inside the home.
what I want to do. '. • It's tragic, people aren't given the right
U.N. Is there a folklore network going tools to analyze the condition of their
on? . - servitude, their bondage.
D.P. Traveling musicians and vaude" The people that are running this country
villeans, people. who are into traditional and· this system simply want millions and.
perfonning arts just founded an orgariiz- millions of people to do whatthey're told.
ation called Hey Rube, which is the old They are even more insidious than that, I'm
clrcusand carnival cry for when you're in afraid.
trouble .. When you yell 'Hey, Rube' Sex Roles '
everybody stops what they're doing and -:....:.;::.:.;....;;:.:..:.....:..=...--~ •....;--_..:---
runs to your assistance.
Hey Rubeis now dewing with problems
like communicating amQng ourselves
. nationally ,consolidating an engagement
list, and putting together a group health
insurance plan, which most traveling
musicians don't have. .
U.N. Every thought of starting up ·a
cha'utauqua?(A chautauqua is a traveling
institution that flourished in the' late 19th
and early 20th centuries providing popular
education and entertainment, usually in' a
tent) .
U.P. I did one this summer with the
'''The Moral Majority, especially, has me
terrorized because they're doirig something
of enormous importance, but they're being.
misdefined, both by,.theLeft and'liberals."
"I recall talking with Peter Wartzman, a
. young Jewish scholar in New .York; who·
spent a lot of time in Europe intervit:wing
survivors of the Holocaust.'" .
"He said a currentnotion among Jewish
scholars and histOrilUiS (as a caus~ of the
HolocaUSt) is r,eferred to as a breakdown of
the'German male's perception of their own'
androgynous nature caused by years of
Prussianism and industrialcapitalis!D."
"Failure to recognize the androgynous/'
female parts of themselves, seeing in the
Jew that. which was dark and mysterious,
the Germanexorcised a part of themselves
by using the Jews as surrogates."
. "The Germans tried to cut that
(androgynous) portion out of themselves,
and upon throwing the Jews into the flames
they found it. was still there, so there was
nothing left to do but to throw themselves
"into the flames, which is what they did."
"The Moral Majorityis nota response to
the American Left, which is't worth
responding to. It's a response to the
Feminist Movement. Which is why it cuts
across ail class lines ~"
"Every precept (of the Moral Majority)
represents another bastion of male
privilege, including the pro-life amendment
which says a woman and her doctor can be
prosecuted for abortion.
That means that, once again, that man's
penis is immune. It's just as .plain as the
nose on your face."
Abstractly, Phillips recognizes the
mounting homogeneity of the Riglit and
warns proponents of the Left and Liberals
to pay heed to what is happening. He urges
them toopentheir eyes, to see that some of
the socio-economic "class lines" are falling
by the wayside, that proponents of the
Moral Majority are consolidating to form
one massive front.
In an effort to appeal to. the Left's
threatened solidarityPhlllips said, "People
In jhe ruling and working classes are
crossing class . lines, and those. lines no
longer dived horizontally-they're divided
vertically. The Left and the Liberals better
get that analysis straightened out in their
heads damned quick, because they're
getting their ass kicked."
U.N.Jsn't male privilege and sexism too
ingrained?
U.P. It's ingrained in men, as an
.oppressor. What we desparately need is a
whole revision of what manhood is.
Men have to understand that they were
lied to when their fathers, gym instructors,
. ROTC offlcers.ipeers, army sergeants, and
employers' told them what it was to be a
man, because they were lied to, also. They
were given a blueprint for self-destruction.
.Performance oriented, sexually; compe-
tition oriented in the business world--con-
sumption .of alcohol, blood meats, heavy
food" this whole masculine archetype is a
blueprint 'for self destruction. Who wants
to do that? It's dumb!'
At the same time, there are more and
more men that are beginning to be appalled
at the feminist movement, a large part of
which is opting for traditionally male
perogatives--which we have come to realize
are a crock of shit.
To Phiflips, one of those male
perogatives is aggression. "I don't like
aggression, I'm uncomfortable around
women who are struggling to break out of a
submissive role into an aggressive role, to
adopt that which is traditionally 'male;
Perhaps for some people it is necessary, but
I'm uncomfortable with it.
U.N. How does one redefine sex roles?
U.P. I.think men are going to have to sit
down and talk about it, but' not as a
response to the feminist movement. We
need a men's movement in response to
men's need to redefine who and what they
really are.
We have to become less compulsive and
more voluntary in th~ way we behave
toward each other and m the way we treat
ourselves.
Don't Mourn, Organize
Phillips' political ideas combined with an
organizer's'spirit produce action;
Discussin~ the United State's economic
system Phillips said, "Capitalism is built on
the assumption that in order to live you
have to have money and to have money y~u
have to'have a job. When youhave a job
you place yourself in the position where
. you're going to make somebody else rich.
You're going to make much more money
for somebody else out of your labor energy
than you are going to make for yourself:
So, worker control, worker management--
that's the issue.
If you can build it and run it you're
bright enough to own it.)fyou can't build
it, and can't run it you have no 'business
. owning it. Period."
"When people that create the wealth,
whetherit's in the mines, the. factories, the
forests, asserttheir ownership ofthe wealth
they have created the boss calls out the
National Guard, and that'swhat ownership
is.·" . .
h;( i
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Idaho PIRG,Again
Surprise ..There was a bit of surprise on
campus last week with ASBSU President
'Tony Lund's editorial on Idaho PIRG.
But, why should there be? Some interesting
anniversaries have passed by over the last
couple of weeks, mostly unnoticed by some
of the newer students on campus.
The first anniversary happened.' last
weekend. Two years ago, on October 26,
Ralph Nader spoke on the campus of Boise
State University to an audience of over two
thousand members of the Boise communi-
ty. Among the crowd, that evening, were
citizens from around the valley" faculty, I
-and staff from the university, arid a large
number of students. For the students in the
crowd Nader had a special message-he
urged us to take a more active role as
consumers, to open the many avenues of
citizenship available to us, and to organize.
Two years ago a saga began. The BSU
student body did organize. In the single
largest show of support ever, a majority of
full-time BSU students signed a petition
that requested that Idaho Public Research
Group be formed and that Idaho PIRO be
funded with a $3 per student refundable fee
that the university would collect. Idaho
PIRG would refund the fee to those
students who didn't wish to support to the
group.
That conclusion was that the compro-
mises that the students were being asked to
make would have so severely handicapped
the vision of Idaho PIRG that BSU
students had supported, that to accept
those compromises would have perpetrated
a great injustice.
Students found themselves at an impasse.
The compromises were unacceptable.
Eventually, the Ad Hoc Committee
disbanded from a lack of momentum, out
of frustration over not yetachieving what
so many had worked so hard to achieve.
. On Thursday that epitaph will be erased.
On Thursday President Lund will
reestablish the Idaho PIRG organizing
committee.
Cheers, for that brings us to the subject
of the other anniversary. Two years ago,
when students at Boise State University
, were passing petitions to create and fund a
PIRG, students on the campus of the
University of Northern Colorado, in
Greeley, were also working to reestablish
their own independent PIRG. The regents
at UNC,.saw fit to support the student;
initiative and today Colorado PIRG-
Greeley is working on student-chosen issues
ranging from hazardous waste to housing.
, .
UNC student Steve Monaco described his
experience with CoPIRO as, "Great,' It
feels really good, as a student, to be
working on. something, bringing about
constructive social change as opposed to
just studying change."
Interestingly, students at UNC credit a
.spring 1980 Western "PIRG conference'
hosted at Boise State, two days before the
Idaho PIRG petition drive, for giving them
many of", the citizen organIzing skills
neeessaryfor them to 'strengthen CoPIRG~'
Greeley. . ' " . '.' ,
Students of the IdahoPIRG organizing
committee wiUwork to form and fund a
student Idaho, Public Interest.' Research
,',
, ,
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Idaho PIRG would have been an
independent, student run, non-partisan,
non-profit corporation owned,' funded, and
directed by students. I say would because
the 'Idaho State Board of Education , to
whom the petition was addressed failed to
respond to the student request to' fund Group, but it will take your help. If you are
Idaho PIRG--they directed students to go interested in finding out more either write,
back to the university and work out the Idaho PIRG organizing committee c/o
compromises on the student proposal. Boise State' University, 1910 University
Students went back to BSU and formed Drive Boise, Idaho 83725, or call 385-1440. 'R ' • R' d
the Ad Hoc Committee on Student With your help, Idaho PIRG Willbecome '0nnl' '.' ,
~;r~~egm~:tth:s~i~~m;~smi~~:.:~1ter~~~ l-a_re_al_i_ty_·_' ...,..._...:B::;M~_'_I ' " . e .ece es
many hours, spent, in the Ad" Hoc ,Voters
Committee and after- producing a plethora By ·Arth····u·· tr R"··'0' 'p' pe
of memos, proposals, documents, and
when their work was weighed against the This letter is directed to the 97 percent of ---------'-~-~~--'-----'--------'---------
compromises that were being requested, the, student body who failed to exercise
members of the origingal Idaho PIRG their right to vote on October 21st and
organizing committee came to a conclu- 22nd. That's right, 97 percent. A little
sion. startling, isn't it? Only a scant more than
three hundred students cared enough to
mark a ballotin the ASBSU Fall Election;
What is wrong with the rest of you? Was'
it too hard to mark the little box next to the
candidate of your choice? It would have
taken 'only a few seconds to register' you
name, have your vstudent activity card
punched, and mark the ballot. Maybe you
didn't have time, didn't know who was
running, orjustdidn't care? ,
As chairman of the Election Board, my
duty is to oversee the fall and spring
elections for BSU. Much time and effort by
the others on the board as well as myself
was spent getting the ASBSU Fl\1I Election
organized. And for what? A lousy three
hundred plus votes' for a three to four
percent turnout.
It's no wonder only a little over fifty
percent of all eligible voters nationwide cast
a ballot on election day. Some of that fifty
percent who don't vote is made up of you
students who seem to be apathetic. Most
everyone. who attends BSU is eligible to
vote in national elections as well as ASBSU
elections. The voting age is 18, remember?
This is not meant to be a letter to make
you, the non-voter, feel bad. But, it is
intended to make you think. '
There is still a chance that you can amend
your sinful life I Vote in the ASBSU Spring
elections. This will bea veryImportant
election as the President, Vice-President,
and five senators will be elected. My
suggestion to you is; look at the issues,
research the candidates; and then vote.
The fall elections are history. It is time
to lookforward to the spring elections.
With more student awareness, and a little
luck maybe we'll beat the national turnout.
Nothing would be more rewarding to the
Election Board-than three thousand votes,
not'three huiJdred. Think about it. Thank
you for hearing my gripes.
.-...- .~
.-'
Cancun ~ con~erence 1961
Sincerely,
Jeff Stoppenhagen
Chairman, ASBSU Election Board
<,
The Innocent Bystander
Producer Cecil B. de Meese has finished filming another dramatic segment of that
monumental Hollywood epic, "Mr. Reagan Goes to Washington."
This one.demonstrates the Yankee ingenuity and down-home understanding of complex
problems displayed by our simple, unsophisticated hero, Ronald Reagan (played by Ronald
Reagan). The scene opens with Ronnie and The Beautiful Rich Girl Who Loves Him (played
by Nancy Davis) having a quiet. white-tie breakfast in the Grand ballroom.- ...
, Nancy: I hate to say this, .dear, but I fear trouble's brewing. Everybody's unhappy, and
co"}plaining. The paper's full of criticism of your Middle East Policy(cq) and my China
Policy.
Ronnie: All 220 place settings?
Nancy: Yes, and .everyone's so moody. Do you know that when he laid out my wardrobe
: this mormng, he didn't even say, "Have a nice day"? '
, Ronnie: The butler?
Nan<;y: No Ad~lfo. Then in ~he darkness last night, I could hear the environmental
extrenu~ts drum~mg on the White House fence and chanting, "Watt's for Oinner!"
, Ronme: It's quiet now. '
Nancy: Too quiet. (pleadingly) You must do something dear. Our people are growing
restless. ' ,
Ro~nie: You're right, Nancy. It's time for drastic measures. I knowl I'll declare a
recession! . '
Nancy: What good will that d~?
Ronnie (smiling): You'll see.
Fade to a young man' reading a banner headline: RECESSION ONI he leaps to' his feet
triumphantly. " ,
Young Man: Huzzah, a recession! And here I thought the reason I lost my job 'my house,
my familY,and my pet gila monster was telltale dandruff! '
Cut to ''!lcIggerirritably admonishing a struggling tourist.
Mugger: Hey, Mac, don't you know there's a recession on?
Segu~ to the Bowery where aderefict proudly lifts hisheadoff the pavement.
Derelict: People used to look down on me as a lazy bum. But now I am an innocent victim
of economic determinism.
Pan the gtoomy.Stock Exchange where little Shirley Temple is comforting Daddy
Warbucks. '
Shirley:. Leaping lizards, Daddy! Don't you see? You don't have to feel bad anymore
about selhng short all those widows andorphans, The president says Wall Street was right
all along!.' ,
Da.ddy (hopefully): And I'm not stingy for firing those 23,642 workers?
Shirley: Shucks, nol Wegotta fight this recession together. 'Cuz we're all in the same
boat! .
Shirley leads a parade, of stock brokers, derelicts, muggers, workers, widows, 'orphans
and young men up ~ar~,Aven.~e--all happily singing, HIGot Plenty of Nothing," "Brother,
Can You Spare a DIme, and Yes, W~Have No Bananas; "Ronnie tmd Nancy beam down
on them from the. Wa/~orf penthous~ where they are having white-tie room service.
Nancy (embraCing Illm):Oh, Ronme! And they said you didn't understand economicsl
Policy LettCTI und.r 200' word. shall be alv.n ,priority; tho ••
advocating a political or acad.mlc viewpoint should Includ. th. ,
author's political affillatlon.,acad.mlc' cr.d.ntills,or '
occupation.
,1M Unlvmlly N .... re.erv .. the rlaht to edil ror length or 10
relOCl letl .... :servlna, a. privil. commercial putpose of
questionable taste or contect.,or in vme form.
, Of course 1M UnlYmily N.w> accepu lett ..... lo-the-Edilor
bUI those lett.n mW! be typewritten, doubJe.spll<ed, and Inclu.k'
yout 'ianalur •• address and phon. number, Slreet address and
phon. number may be u.ed for v.rificatlon of for future conlact
but 'shall nol be printed, '"'.' ."
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Slide Show Auxiliary Scholarship.tCandi-dates must be residents of area
served. by. Caldwell Memorial
Hospltakmust maintain "C" 'or
better average. demonstrate' fi-,
nancial need. must be entering
training program for. patient
related health career.' Deadline
1-1'5-82. Submit application. per-
sonal' statement;' three letters of
recommendation, grade transcript
to: Auxiliary Scholarship Com-
mittee. Caldwell Memorial Hospl-
tal. 1717 Arlington Avenue.
Caldwell. ID 83605.. ..
International Computer Pro-.
gram Scholarship. Up.to $5,000 a,
year. Attention: Information Sci"
ence Majors. sophomore or
junior. Candidates. must have a
3.0 GPA and be able to document
financial need. Selection will also
be based on participation in DP
related activities and leadership
roles and essay.. Deadline
11-15-81. Mail application and
grade transcript to: ICP. Inc .•
9000 Keystone Crossing, Suite
. #1040, Indianapolis, IN 46240,
Attn: Sheila Cunningham.
Conservation' Group' adequate protection andoppor-
tunity for the unemployed. the
elderly. the handicappedyand the
least fortunate among us; the
responsibility for the quality of
life in Boise must not be shirked;
and we .must maintain. and
enhance the rights and liberties we
have as Americans. In addition
there is general concern about the
continued economic vitality of the
area. '
"It is our opinion that this City
Council election is especially
important. We are entering anew
era in the political and economic
life of our country. Local
governments arenow being asked
to assume responsibilities that
have formerly been carried out at'
the federal level."
"It is important. that these
challenges be met by people who
are capable. innovative and
.responsive to the needs and
aspirations of the ordinary Boise
citizen. We are confident-that the
candidates we have endorsed have
these qualifications," Fothergill
said ...
The Citizens Crisis' Coalition
has endorsed a slate. of four
candidates for the Boise City
Council election contests. Candi-
dates receiving the C6atldon
endorsement are: Don Bretulan.
Ralph 'Ml;Adams. Glenn
Selander. and Mary Trail.
The selections were based on
interviews conducted by a com-
mittee of the Coalition Oct. 16-17.
The committee interviewed all of .'
the candidates who are seeking
four-year terms except Susan Keys
who was not well at the time
scheduled. .
"Our education system need to
be strengthened; there must be
Pre-dental. pre-medical, pre-
dental hygiene and other interest-
ed students are invited toa special
slide-illustrated .presentation by
Dr. Robert P. Thye, Chairman of
Admissions Committee. School of
Dentistry. University of Calif-
ornia lit Los Angeles' on
November 4. 1981. 7:00p.m. in
room H-214' of the Health
Sciences Building ...
If you are interested in joining
the BSUConservation gro.up, call .
Bill Lawrence at 376-4645. All
students' and faculty are
welcome ...
Scholarships
Vince Aguirre 'Memorial Ski
Scholarship. Selection is made by
a committe of the Bogus Basin
Recreational Association. Selec-
tion is based on a combination of
academic achievement (2.5 GPA
minimum) and involvement in
skiing.. Recipient must be present-
ly active in some form of skiing or
working towards a career in the
ski industry. Deadline 11-15-81,
return application to' Career &
Financial Services.
Caldwell Memorial Hospital
(joodcompanyis whcityoulllClkeit:. .
.'. ....SOrnakeitspecial,~:·.-<'···'
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. ... to cover ASBSU, City, State and N,?/iona/Government 'News.
,Interested students apply at the University News office on tbe 2nd floor of the SUB, or call 385-1464.
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JlELECTRIC PERFORMANCES,
GRAND FUN,
ELEGANTLY
RAUNCHY,UN-
EXPECTEDLY
-TOUCHING:'
-Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES
"
J'OUTRAGEOUSLY ·ENTER-
TAINING, BITCHILY FUNNY:'
-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE
JJWONDERFUL· DIALOGUE,
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AJacqUet-WilliamAllynProduction. A George Cukor Film
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- "'RICH AND FAMOUS" DAVIDSELBY-HARTBOCHNER Music by GEORGES DELERUE
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An Uncommon Voice
'. Continued/rom page 5
"It's the constant threat of force, of
violence that makes a capitalist society a
violent society. Every time you see a cop
walking the beat ask yourself 'What is he
protecting and (or whom?' and you'll learn
a whole lot about the world."
"I'm encouraged by what! see going on
at the bottom.. When you start reading the
newspaper, watching the television and the
news you get depressed and things get a,
little hairy. But when I view the bottom, the
part that doesn't get in the paper, I get
encouraged."
"I'm familial' With the fiction that The
Movement (Vietnam anti-war movement)
put on suits and ties and went back to
school. Yet, almost all the people that I'
know that were involved in that movement
are involved with community projects of
.some sort now." '
"In big and small towns you've got day
care centers, rape crisis «renters, food
co-ops, all those things that didn't exist
when I was in high school. They're all over'
the country... an enormous amount of
'energy going on at the bottom, it's just that
it's not pressworthy, its not newsworthy."
"So,' they can maintain-the fiction that
The Movement disappeared. It didn't, it
went into the neighborhoods. It's still there
its growing. It's helping a lot of people
change their perceptions of themselves and
the reality around them."
"It doesn't stop there. Next, you
organize and fight."
Referring. to' Solidatity Northwest
Phillips said; "The people who knew how
to organize itwere all there, they'd ail been
through it before so organizing it wasn't
any big hassle."
In the tradition of Joe Hill, Utah Phillips
is an active Wobbly organizer. Quoting
Wobbly tenets he says, "One big union and
a general strike; The workers of the world
deserve to own the wealth they create. An
injury to one is an injury to all."
"AU skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled
belong in one big union. Then you can have
one big strike, instead of one little one here
and there that only lasts a half an hour."
"Then you put this thing together to
produce for use and not for profit. Four
hour day, four day week, abundance for
workers and nothing for parasites."
U.N. What about the PATCO strike?
U.P. I've been working closely with
them. What tenacious people! Started out
with little class consciousness, but learned
enormously fast. They've revived the labor
movement, they just stick and stick and
stick ...
Making up-songs, manning their picket
lines ... they're real solid. They have their
meetings every week at everyone of the
PATCO locals, solidarity meetings. Mar-
velous people, I've learned a.whole lot from
them.
U.N. So do things like strikes inspire the
songs? '
U.P. Oh, yea: It's all happening, all the
time, all around ... but that' doesn't say
much about music, which is why I'm here.
That note brought us back to the reality
ofthe moment, the interview ended. Later'
on that evening Utah entertained the Rocky
Mountain Modem Language Association
(RMMLA) with his folksongs and antics.
As Carol Rinnert, BSU Linguistics
instructor says, "He is a !Iving rumor."
He welcomed the members of the Idaho
Folklore Society seated in the' audience,
asking them to "Carry the torch for our
oral literature." He continued, "You,
always give me an opportunity to come and
make my living in' your fair town, what's
left of it ... damn town looks llkea bomb hit
it! Boise used to have a lot of pristeen
charm, but then they tore it down."
Upon learning of his booking with, the
RMMLA he said, "I never regarded my
language as particularly modern, more on
the archaic side, but a job's a jobl"
Singing"Hallelujah I'm a Bum ","Pie
in the Sky" plus many other rousing union,
tunes while interj~ing quips, anecdotes,
and bawdy humor, U.Utah Phillips left his
audience either irritl!!ed, entertained, or
enriched. . - , ,
Who's to really know. In the words of
Benjamin Franklin, "In this world
nothing's certain but death an'd taxes."
, Had Franklin known Phillips, however,
he tnight have added this certainty-U.'
Utah Phillips combines a unique mix of
mirth and compelling message that of,fers
an insightful alternative to an otherwiseI,mo.,oo ~,W.
City Council,
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possible, he said a sales tax would be the
"most fair;" ,
_ Babbitt said Boise must move quickly to
get the downtown redeveloped. He said he
favors issuing Winmar a "six or nine
month ultimatum." If no significant
movement is made on 'the downtown, the
city should get the land back' and let free,
enterprise decide what should be done with
it, Babbitt 'said~, ',' ' '
"To date. thereisilothing downtown,
except a couple of. expensive garages,
federally funded, no less," he said. '
Council hopeful Don Brennan, 48, is not
running for mayor. Don Brannan .is, and
the confusion about who is running for
what is not helping Brennan advance his
opinions on the fut~ of Boise. ",'
Brennan, a former Pocatello mayor and
city council member, said that "there is not
much we can do about the wowntown
except try to work with the developers until
December 1982 (when the Winmar contract
expires)" Brennan said. "At that-time, take
a vote of the people to decide the direction
of the city .' -
He said he defines "quality of life" as
"the type of things that we are used to in
the city of Boise." Those things include the
parks, recreation opportunities, and the
Greenbelt area. "I feel there are some
candidates running who, 'for some reason,'
feel the only thing important is the police
and fire department," Brennan said.
Although Brennan reiterated his support
for a strong police and fire, he rejected the
idea of requiring user fees for the parks.
, Local option taxing would appear to be the
best way to fund essential city serives, he
said. .
"I'm certainly in favor of the spirit of the
1 percent," Brennan said, but relief for
a much in demand $11 million city budget
must come from the legislature.
Sue Keys,a34-year-old public relations
consultant, wants civic " 'pride and
enthusiasm" to be the hailmarkers of her
campaign. Keys' said the answer to Boise's
financial woes lies in encouraging the city's
growth. She said she plans to "sell the city
for growth," bringing in new industry and
business to the city . Taxing that growth will
raise money for much-needed city services.
Keys doesn't support' mandatory auto,
emissions inspection and maintenance.
Much of the city's air quality problem can
be solved by car pools and greater use' of
Boise's bus system.
Keys has never held public office befcre.
She, has been named an Outstanding
Business Woman and an Idaho Statesman
distinguished citizen.
William' Lobotzke, a 3.4
year. old financial consultant with the
Zwingli Co., wants to see a quick' and
painless divorce between politics and
business. The Boise Redevelopment Agency
and its stewardship of, a proposed
downtown mall have brought '''disruption
in the community," Lobotzke said. "It (the
mall) has affected every zoning decision
'made in the last four' years."
Lobotzke said the 16-acre block
downtown should be broken up as quickly
as possible and put-up for sale on the. open
market. "Politicians have' no business
making 'business-related' decisions;" he
said. '
In order to prop up Boise's sagging
recruitment of new businesses to the area,
Lobotzke said he favors relaxing the
restrictive nature of the zoning process and
taking whatever steps are needed to get the
required energy supply from Idaho Power.
In essence, Boise must "make it easier
for developers to come in," if the city isto
be a prosperousCOlI1!.I1unity, Lobotzke
said. '
, Bob Mather wants city government to
construct·a "skeletal, overall,' long-range
plan"for the city" without stepping on the
toes of the, development and business
,community.
Mather said city government, does ,not
havethe expertise-to develop land, and the
city's planning and zoning, in his
estimation, far too restrictive, "takes all
the creativity out of the private sector."
A 37-year-old realtor and investment
consultant, Mather said the most vital steps
the citymtist take to fund its services
include looking ,at ways to increase the tax·
base by inviting more industry and business
into BolSe,'arid becoming more efficient in
existing programs. Mather suggested that
one method" to achieve, efficiencY is by. . . ' ' \'
contracting out services to private
enterprise rather than having the city pay
for them.
One example Mather offerred 'for
. contracting services is a "skeleton"
volunteer fire department. In addition to a
full-time paid' compliment of fire fighters,
.an extra crew would be paid per fire. He
said-such a system would avoid paying fire
fighters to sit around and wait to be called
out on a fire.
Mather summarized his view, of City
government by stressing that.' "We need
people in government who look to other
ways of getting the job, done, and one of
those'ways is, to get more and more
community involvement in the solutions of
our problems."
Incumbent city councilman Ralph
McAdams"52, serves as chairman, of the
'Boise ~edev~lopmenfAgency Board, and
he isaware'lJf the difficulties, false starts,
and community skepticism which surround
the project. But. he' thinks a downtown
regional shopping is vital and he still-
fervently supports it.
The mall is necessary, McAdams said,
because without it, Boise will fall victim to
urban sprawl.
. McAdams said that the quality of life in
the Boise area is the main issue of the
campaign. He, stressed, as have all the
candidates, that the city must figure out
how to .keep its fiscal house in order
without ruining the quality of the lives of its
'Citizens. '
'To accomplish 'this balancing act,
McAdams said Boise must: keep the city .
centralized, provide .reasonably priced
utilities, and give the people only as many
services as they want.
He said the city must provide the most
basic services, and if the people want
additional services, they should initiate an
, appeal to the legislators for the power to
have local option taxation.
In his eight years as a city councilman,
McAdams said he has become well aware of
the city's air quality problem, but he does
not favor mandatory auto inspection and
'maintenance. Voluntary, inspection and
maintenance should be conducted first, and
if that doesn't work, mandatory laws will
become necessary, he said.
"You can't govern without the consent
of;;t.he ~oye}'ne9ap't if~eems.:Jhat t!1e,\
temper 'of the people-is that they don't want .
to be forced into, something until they can
understand it better;" McAdams said.
Councilman Glenn Selander, an assistant
professor of English at BSU, said the city
must receive the authority to have local
option taxation. Without it, the city won't
be able to fund its many services· and
without those services, Boiseans "are not
going to have a city worth calling a,
community."
Selander, 45, listed the brutal facts the
city must face: the city has an $81 million
budget, receives $11 million in property
taxes; the costs of city services are going up,
but property taxes are not.
, Selander said a gasoline sales tax could
fund the mass transit system, the property
tax revenues would fund police and fire,
and a sales tax would pay for additional
services.
He said that despite the B.R.A.'s
unpopularity with some people. the city
must have a B.R.A. if it wishes to receive
the Housing and Urban Development funds
allocated to Boise's 'redevelopment.
.Selander said that private citizens
originally sat on the redevelopment board, '
but when no 'action was seen on the
downtown plan from 1965 to 1976, the City
Council, 'decided in 1976 to change the
agency's membership, from, the private,
sector to the City Council.
"They thought they could do a betterjob
at bringing development to completion,"
Selander said. ' ,
Selander stressed that although he
petsonally thinks that "public officials
should not be inyolved in the- development
business •.,one way or another there has to
"be a B.R~A. board because of the nature of .
the federal grant we have.
"Without aboard, we lose $20 million."
Boise realtor RichardB. Smith,56, said
Boise's downtown issue,air quality, ,and
fiscal policy are the main issues.
Smith said he plans' toUget behind
Winmar 'and let them have a good chance
of getting their' progralll underway, before
December 1982. At that time Iwould push
for a change in the plim for the downtown
and go for amixlldijse~" '
SlI)ith said Boise can aPl'roaehputting'its
morieyto itShighesfuse by "better utilizing'
city departments, more .efficienily. Fifty
percent of the police (force) is involved in
non-criminal matters.
He said he doesn't support mandatory
auto inspection and maintenance at tli)s
time, but does endorse increasing public
awareness of the problem.
Smith said city government should carry
out' the intentions of the people it
represents. "The spirit of the 1 percent is
that people don't want quite so much
service. We're willing to be a little more
self-reliant," Smith said.
,He said he is "one of the few candidates
that has had the experience within' the city,
so I do offer my 35 years experience to the
city.'''--' --- .
Mary Trail's campaign literature calls her
"a woman for all seasons," and although it
will be difficult for her to live up that
substantial boast, she prides herself on her
ability to handle uncertainty; "I'm a
planner and like to see any situation
assessed for contingencies," she said:
Trail, 42, said the primary goal for the
city is the "revitalization of the downtown.
I recognize a legally binding contract with
the Winmar developers."
She said that in the event the Winmar
plan stalls by the December 1982 deadline,
she will look at other plans. Whatever plan
the city chooses, Trail said, it must provide
excellent shopping opportunities fo]
Boise's surrounding neighborhoods.
Trail said she does support mandatory
auto inspection and maintenance because
she values the health of people more than
convenience. She said that she couldn't
forsee people changing, their drivin~
habits substantially on a voluntary basis.
She said she feels user fees have their
place as a method of subsidizing the city ,
but they should not be so prohibitive that
they hurt senior citizens and others, on a
fixed income.
Trail, who has an M.A. in Sociology and
has served on BSU's extended day faculty,
feels the city may have to, consider local
option taxing and should encourage the
private sector to get involved in finding
ways to fund city services.
Mike' Wilson, a 36-year-old forklift
operator, thinks a policy of contracting out
city services to private industry and a
program of volunteerism will be two
su.::ceS§..fulavenues for fiscal responsibility.
, As,eltamples of contract services, Wilson
said the city's sewer collection and fire
department could be turned over to private
companies.
'Why do we have a private company, the
Boise Water Corporation, deliver tpe water
to our house, but the city takes away the
sewage?" Wilson asks. He said, however,'
that the city should be careful to maintain
standards in contracts and avoid manda-
tory contracts withImposslbleterms.
Wilson said the B.R.A. is an "example
of why the government should not be
involved" in matte-s more easily and
efficiently handled b:·, the private sector.
He said the B.R.r •. plan is the '''wrong
product for the .marketplace, (The City)
made a, terrible mistake on this and has
thrown.away a lot of the tax payers' dollars
at the same time."
Analysis
Boise voters are, faced with some tough
choices to make 0 1November 3. The issues
may bestraightfe-cward, but they are being
debated by enough candidates to: staff a
small football team,
Sorting out .the players and figuring out
who supports what will be a difficult task in
light of the fact that many of the candidates
say the same things: all are concerned about
how to fund the City and maintain that
intangible, little-defined concept of
"quality of life"; all are against pollution.
" The voters , and the four people who will
soon take seats on the city council, could
view Boise's challenges and options as' a
Rubik's cube. On one, row of ,squares,
police.andfire; on 'another, an $11 million
bUdget; ,on, still another, 'the B.R.A.
Winmar plan. The parks. The Greenbelt.
The library. Air quality.' Auto inspection
and maintenance. Somehow,the Cube
must be turned so that, all 'theserviees
matchup with the proper amount of funds.
Perhaps 'the ,candidates who win, will be
those who most adequately convince ,the
'voters of.the ability to master the Cube in
the next' four years ••'" '
,Due to.a typesetting error in last week's
city council story,'M,K; "'Pete" Talbows
age ,was ,incorrectly printed as 20. Mr.
Turbottis 10years old.,
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"POWD,ER PUllOVER" or "POWDER ZIP" POPLIN
JACKETS Mens and ladles sizes: Junior sizes:Qlmpare at $46 Qlmpare at $38 .mom'02995 ~om21A colorful selection of versatilepowder ja:kets now on sale.Poly/cotton shell; stretch knitwaistband, cuffs and collar.
#9911,9913
95
A NEW BREED
OF OUIERWEAR
LOOK FIRST AT THE WHITE MOUNTAIN
FOR QUALITY THAT LASTS!
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MENS CORDUROY YOKE
HOLLOFILII
POPLIN VEST
·Our reg. $49.95
3995
MENS FLANNEL 1I NED
HOLLOFILII
POPLI N VEST •
Our reg. $49.95
3995
WESTERN YOKED
tv10UNTAIN PARKA WITH
'HOOD
List $69.95
CHILDRENS HOLI..OFIL II
VESTS
L"rt$201195
Insulated with extra-warm
Ho:lofll II: New color
combinations with horizontal ,
quilting and piped western yoke.
#9007
.5995Corduroy style feat ures cargopockets with Velcro closures and
side openings for hands. .
Zipper-snap front. In a variety of
colors; SizesS-Xl. #9917
Durable poly / cotton flannel,
cargo pocketswith Velcro
closuresand sideopenings for
,hands.Zipper-snap front. Sizes
S-Xl. #9918
Poplin shell with contrasting
oxford nylon yoke; Fully nylon
lined with drawstring waist and
hood, Zipper-snap front. #9921
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Evans
.. Continued/rom page 3
addressed his proposal to form a
committee on excellence to study
the quality, of secondary educa-
tion, and the possible dismantling
of the Department of Education.
The budget request is 14.6'
percent more than public schools
will spend during 81-82, yet 22.6
percent-more than the State Board
of Education received from the
state's general fund for 81-82.
The budget Evans recommend-
ed is the product ofa three month
effort by a .coalition of the
.Parent-Teacher Association, the
Idaho Association 'of ,School
,Adnrinistrators; the Idaho Educa-
tion Association, and the Idaho
School Boards Association;
, Evans said that ' the 'budget
would be, enough to maintain
current programs, but not enough
.to begin new programs in the
public schools.
He expects heavy criticism from'
the legislature in response to the
budget request. When questioned,
Evans said we "may have to find
a way to get money from another
source." .
. In addition, Evans discussed
the urgent need to upgrade the
quality of secondary education
and proposed the formation ofa
committee on excellence which
would re-evaluate high school
graduation requirements, pro-
ficiency tests, and college entrance
exam.
"High school should be a four
year training program," Evans
stated, with course loads increas-
ing in challenge and demand year
by year. The senior year should
become the most challenging;
whereas currently it. .is often the-
least demanding." According to
Evans, .many' seniors, have' only'
one required class during their last
year of high school. He criticized
this pattern saying that, "time
spent on the task correlates with
the achievement."
When questioned about
Reagan's proposed abolition, of
the Department of Education,
Evans said that the department
has served the intended purpose
of consolidating educational
agencies. That goal has been
achieved according to Evans, so
he thinks the department could be
"done away with" while still
maintaining, educational progress.
In conclusion, Evans recom-
mended creating a commission or
institute for coordinating the
educational agencies that came
under the Department of Educa-
tion, 'and does 'not support
returning to the uncoordinated
conditions that were present
before the department was
formed. .
.•
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Howard .Cosell
On The'Tube
by john.Odelemek
, Being a sports writer isn't always easy.
As soon as I finish one story, my editor
asks: "What's next?"
In reply, r~ake up some false excuse
that eventually gets' me into trouble later
on. This issue' was no exception, until last
Friday right when I was watching the third
game of the 1981World Series.
There.is a certain man that appears as a
sports commentator for the Series, as well
as almost, any' other imaginable profess-
ional athletic 'event. '
The one-time lawyer, (probably back in
the' nineteenth century) Howard Cosell is
sometimes as humorous to watch lis the
Three Stooges. .', ' ,
Although "Howie" doesn't specialize in
"Stooge-like" slapstick comedy, 'his
off-the-wall 'broadcasts will send, you
reeling., '
Cosell has entertained millions of fans
who watch Monday Night Football and
professional boxing matches, however, he
has also received many criticisms for his
broadcasts.
Several months ago, there was a letter in
the Sports Talk section of The Idaho
Statesman on sportscasters in general, and
Howard Cosell in particular..
The writer lambasted Cosell, saying his
commentary was a bunch of jargon. '
In a way the writer was right; Cosell does
tend to lead the viewer into the distant past,
but his knowledge of various sports is
remarkable.
His specialties include baseball, football,
and boxing.
A good example of his "self-made"
baseball trivia came in this years World
Series when he, and his fellow commen-
tators were comparing youngest pitchers to
start in a World Series game.
The conversation went something like
this:
Frank Gifford: "This 'year's Fernando
Valenzuela is the Iyoungest pitcher to start
in a World Series game since Jim Palmer
did it in the 1960's."
The sportscasters then asked Jim Palmer,
who was a sports analyst for the Series,
what he felt like in that World Series game.
'.
Spectaters to Saturday'svolleyball match
weretreated to some world class volleyball
action. Mike B1enehardo! the USAieam
,got this, attempted spike, stu!!edback
pronto. UncleSam's voUeyballerswent on
to beatthe Canadians40u/o! 5 games.
Photoby GeorgeRagan. '
During his reply, Howard interrupted
and told his co-workers about a pitcher
who was even, younger than Palmer or
Valenzuela who St!H!ed back in the'i9.?O's.'
Gifford then askal' Howard: '''You'wCr'e
probably there weren't you?" , " '
There -were a few chuckles here' and
there, and this is one of tl1bse instances
where Howard seemed to make a fool of
himself. ' , ,
, Whether the armchair spectator likes it
or not, Howard is always on the air giving'
his opinion.
Because of, this, many ask, why the
veteran is still on, T. V.' '" . ;
One guess might be his ability to get the '
inside story of a major sporting event.
What other sportscaster 'can get an
interview with almost any professional
athlete? After World Boxing Champion-
ships, one can usually find Cosell by the
victorious boxer asking the fighter about
his win. '
Cosell's expertise on baseball seems to go
back to the early 1920's, and in football it
seems to go back to the late 50's.
'Cosell can remember a particular play
Jim Brown made back in the sixties and
compare it to one Tony Dorsett made last
week.
Although Howard can be sometimes
annoying, he does possess a personality
that makes watching a boring football
game worthwhile.
There is no doubt that a football game
can become boring after the first half. But
the second half is never boring with
Howard at the helm. Swingin' Smithof the U.S.A. team is about to let one go. Photo by GeorgeRagan
. ,
.;
Decathlon Nazarene 1-0. The .next ,day they alsoshowes their talent when they overwhelmed
the Boise Valley Hockey Club and the NNC
alumni 4-1 and 3-0, respectively.BSU will host a men's decathlon
competition this Friday and Saturday at
12:oopm in Bronco Stadium and' on the
grass by the BSU Pavilion. "
Head track coachEd Jacoby said "This
is a great event because it gives our kids a
chance to compete under a real meet
situation. Those kids have been working
hard all summer and fall, so they are
looking -forward to the opportunity to
compete." ,
The event will match top decathletes
from throughout the Northwest and Boise.
Jacoby added that the entire BSU's
men's team will be running distance trials
during the two-day affair.
3 on 3 Basketball
Women's Champs Wallace's Wizards
Intramural Scores
Flag Football
Semi Finals
Darkside 14, A-I 0
Sconi7, Force ,0
Finals '
Sconi 22, Darkside 6
Coming off a four-game winning streak,
the Boise State football team will travel to
Reno, Nevada to face the Nevada-Reno
Wolfpacknext Saturday.at 1:oopm PST.
Head coach JimCriner's club is now 6-1
overall-as the Big Sky race tightens.up.
BSU, Idaho State, Montana and
Nevada-Reno are all in a virtual tie for first
place inthe Big Sky. ' ,
Last week against Weber State, the
Broncos defeated the,Wildcats 33-19beforea Ogden, Utah crowd of.more than 12,000,
Coed Softball
Seiui Finals .
Panthers 16, Horned I rogs 1Gross ,Country
Finals
Panthers 6, R~ltnies 5Moscow, Iaahois where the Boise State
harriers travelthisSaturday to compete in"
the University of'Idaho Vandal Invitational
at 11:00 am.' '
Coed Cross Country Run 3.5 mile course
1st 'place Soc. Science 93:05 '
2nd place Credits: Abacus 93:51
3rd place Turf Invaders 97:27
4th place Debits: Abacus 118:21
Ist place, men's: Ron Barker 16:44
lst place women's: Marline Lewis 21:05
Fiehl 'Hockey
;'1/1
University of Idaho will knock on the
door of host Boise State this Saturday at
3:00 pm, asking fora lot of treats but no
tricks.
The Halloween battle 'will face the 18-3
Broncos against the 22-11 Vandals. Both
, squads are undefeated in Interstate League
play and a victory, forthe Broncos could be
quite beneficial, '
Adinission for the contest is $LOO for
both adults and students. Head coach
Darlene Bailey feels optimistic; despite the
experience of the Vandal team.
"Idaho has' consistently been the top
Division II school in our region and has
been dominating our league for, the past
two years: They are-experienced group of
playerswithexcellcmtsize and speed,", said
Bailey. "
,~ '. ',
The BSU women's field hockey team was
formed in 1970. That year the tearri had a
losing season, but since then, it has been all
.uphill, and-this year has been no exception.
After posting an 8-2 overall season
record by defeating three . teams' last
weekend, 'the club will travel to Washington October , , ,"
State University to compete against squads 31: Football; BSU at Nevada Reno (1:00
from, the Northwest and Canada. pm) , '
Head coach Jayne Van Wassenhove is Volleyball; Idaho at BSU (3:00 pm)
very optimistic about the team, despite field Cross Country;' BSU at 'Mountain' West
hockey having beerucut as a varsity, sport' Conference Run at Moscow
last year. " Field Hockey; BSU at Washington State
, "I think.we're doing very well with' the" . University
amount of practice we've had this year
compared to the past." j,'.' November
The club showed how good they were last 3: Volleyball: BSU'at College of Idaho
Friday when they defeated Northwest., (7:30 pm) ,
Sports Calendar
"Want to getREAll Y WITCHY" for
HALLOWEEN
AND DON't ,know where to go for costumes?
'. L.··~I Try us on for size!
o.C"S ~-"
fifTH STReeT
503 So. 5th
Corner ot5th and Myrtle
We have wigs, glasses, hats, shoes, and old clothing
to make up that prize_winning costume for HALLOWEEN
AD the latest styles in used clothing
plus " Vintage " clothing!
)
~'
... .. • 11 . ....... Iwecome l:Sac!<
myfriends to the
sli'ow that never .ends
This Saturday, Oct; 3 t your costume and get a
The Bouquet transforms chance at our best over-
into The Haunted Bar. all.
Grab your costume The music is by the
and get ready to party Lights and our drink
with the most diverse, special is our own
colorful, and downright witches brew (wool vof
outlandish crowd you've bat).
ever been with. It's all happening this
Wear your costume Halloween night at the
and get in free till to flower of the west, for
1)'c1ock.Enter your cos- the best In live rock 8..
tume in our contest ro_II. -==~_===
(rock/movie star, animal, ~
~f~r%/a~e~;'e~r~ca:~~o~ w==""rt'.
unique prizes. Win with .. ' .
'x{(;'o()rs presents-the-'B'SU··········· .•.........•. '.
Intramural Corner
Congratulations to the following Champs!
Powderpuff Football
Men's Flag Football .
Women's 3-on 3
Coed Softball
.The Gymnasts .
Sconi
Wallace's Wizards
The Panthers
Upcoming Intr~mural Events
Coed Inner TiJ"beWater Polo
Badminton Singles
Badminton Doubles .,
Entries Due
November 10 -
November 10
November 10 .
..
. 572
VISTA
Proudly Announces
EVERY 'WEDNESDA Y NIGHT IS9000TILL
GIGGLE NIGHT' CLOSE
S i.50 Pitch.rs! Ch~ed Si .000.ff all Pizzas
CALL BRASS' LAMP AT 344- 654i FOR.
THIS WEEK·S ele SCREEN CINEMA SCHEDULE•~ ~ - --Jl
Show us your student 1.0. card and we'll give you
a choice of medium soft drink, special onion rings or
small fries FREEwith any purchase!
1103 VISTA
ACROSS FROMALBERTSONS
, 1980 KING FEATURES SVNDICATE INC
LAMP VISTABRASS
Let us make yours the
wedding of tile year.
(ff{)f/ffi. Jd7' Bridal.
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
(fonnerlyTues?ay's Child)
�I-·~~~_:--'-----I-------+----------B
Phoebe &,the Pigeon People "by Jay Lynch & Gary Whitney
o 1981 PuncIl PulJIs. ltd.
"I'm afraid there's been an error, Mr. Thackley-
you've been cured in mistake for finother patient"
Physics Dept, at 385-1011. Scan a
starry, starry night, atop BSU's
Science Education Building.
U.S. Assay Offfce, 210 Main
Street, 38'4-2120. Inside resides a
treasure trove mineral collection.
This future mining museum is
surrounded by trees, picnic tables, '
and greenery.
The whistle stop's over, so
, scurryback to your coach because
the Boise Primer, is pulling out for
its second half of Boise.Area
'tours. Last week we toured
goverment and public buildings
plus communications services
This time around the Primer will
ramble through tours of historic
buildings, of food processing
firms, and tours of scientific
interest. Don't forget that these
are for group tours and the firms
would lake kindly to a jingle
before you arrive.
Eagle Fish Hatchery, Eagle
Idaho, contact Robert Vaughnat
939-6744 for something fishy.
Lucky Peak Nursery, 2261Warm
SpringsAve., 344-0240, tour a
tree nursery" some parts are
edible.
Miscellaneous Tours ;
. '. !
Historical Buildings
Ada Theater (Egyptian Theater),
700 Main, 342·1441. An
Egyptophile's dream. View the
grandeur of yesteryearfrom
balcony or stage. "
Idaho State Historical Museum,
610 Julia Davis Park, contact
Mrs. Rosalie Barboui'at384-:2120
for special group tour.of
yesteryear .
Deseret Industries, 3621 Overland'
'Rd., contact Jim Smith at
3454380, tour handicapped
workshop. '
United Pacific Freight Yard,
.Roundhouse, Nampa, contact
Mr. Rogers at 466"8897. All
aboard. .
SwissVlUage Cheese Factory ,
Hwy 30 and Star Rd., 467-4424.
Smile,samples available.
Scientific Interest
Boise Interagency Fire Center,
,3905 Vista Ave., 344-9425, '
contact Gene Glorfield, A hot
spot for fire, weather,
forecasting, and communication
, equiprnentj fire fightirig supplies.
" BOiseState Telescope Viewing,
1910Univer~ity, Drive, contact the
Well, hope you've had a nice
excursion. Once again we thank
the Assistance League of Boise
'and the Chamber of Commerce "
for-the wealth of tour information.r.
they have provided. Catch us next
week when we peruse consumer
info~ation ceriters. '
Old Idaho Penitentiary, Warm
Springs Avenue, contactKathy
Dodson at 384-2844. A , '
captivating self-guided tour of the
grounds. ' >.\:, ' " .
SLAP!
SLAP!
Slowly, I became aware that someone was
slapping me. I didn't like it. ,_
I was lying on the floor in a small room, with a
bright light shining in my face. A big guyin a
mohawk stood-over me, winding up for the next
slap.
"Stop it,youpig!", I yelled.
"It's about time you came around, Mr. Scoop
Sherlock. Can't handle your drugs like you used
to, huh?"
I lifted up my head and looked around the
room. The Vish was nowhere in sight.
"Who-are you, and what do you want?", I
demanded. _' ' .
"It is I who should be asking you these
questions, Mr. Sherlock. Permit me to introduce'
myself. I am Ben Goo."
TALKIN' BOUT MAH GENERA YSHUN
BABEHI YEAH THIS IS MY GENERA nON!
WACKAWACKA WACKAI
The wall of sound hit us like a wet Turkish
towel. Some young kid in skinny wraparounds
- was jabbing me in the ribs. .
"Five bucks for you'n the Puerto Rican,
bumclot," the kid yelled above the noise. I told
the little pink-haired shit that my friend Vishnu
Bubuwas not a Puerto Rican and that I was not a
bumclot. I've been to Jamaica and I know what
- that means.
"You wanna see the Lymph Nerds, you gotta .
pay, " the kid said. "Excuse me, but wliere in the
hell are we?',', I asked him. "Ben Goo's, man.
Are you guys Hare Krishnas, or something?"
I still couldn't figure out what the hell was
going on here, but it seemed like we were in the
right place, judging by the name. I handed over
five bucks and followed the Bubu in.
The place was jam-packed with people. Most of
them were under the age of 21 and under the
height of 5 foot. Through the smoke, we could see
a four-piece band on a tiny stage playing.a song
called "Mayonnaise Face", which the lead singer
had introduced as the hit single on their LP,
"Nerd Boys." The whole band moved as if they
were little football players in one of those electric
football games that boys used to get for
Christmas in the early 60's. _
These Lymph Nerds weren't too bad, actually.
The Vish had already been pulled out onto the
dance floor by a young lady in a beehive and a
checkered dress. I'd never seem him boogaloo
before. The guy never quits with the surprises.
The band dove into a little reggae thing called
"Jah No Diddley-Squat." Everybody started
swaying to the beat. It was 'too much for me; I
couldn't stand it any longer. I just had to dance.
I guess there's a little Jamaican in me, if you
'know what I mean. '
I started dancing to that crazy reggae, beat. The
lights in the club started 'swirling all around me,
the room was a blur of young bodies in stripes
and .shades. I got a floating sensation, like I was
dancing in brand-new Birkenstocks in a room full
of cotton balls.
And then everything went black.
. ,
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Rider Needed, to Chicago; ,preferably.: male; share
traveling expenses; leaving Oct. 23rd. CaII0317~1075or
3454224. " ";;:
..,'."r,
,: \~ - ,;
Ride needed to Moscow. Leave Octo~t30, R~turn
November I.Clln 336-1936.'
, Brand new Nishiki ten speed.Bo~ghtfor $245.00 in
August. .Sell best offer. (casey) 385-1244.
r ,
"
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The Art 01 Public
5peaklng
" , '- ~-~ ::.
. "College Bowl", "thev~rsity sport of ' '
the mind" ,is coming to Boise State
University on December 6, 1981.' <
College Bowl is the question-and-answer
game in which teams of four players each
compete against each other to score points
by answering Toss-up and Bonus questions.
Registration for teams or individuals-will
be accepted through November 17.
Our intramural competition is slated to
.begin on December 6.
1ioii;;......... 11 The team that wins our intramural
competition willjmtomatically be named to
the' College Bowl Varsity Squad: In
addition, four "All-Stars" from our
competition will be named to the varsity,
Our campus competition is the stepping
stone to the Regional Championship
Tournament, scheduled for February II
and 12 at Boise State University. , , '
. There are 15 region ill championships,
and the 15 teams who win them,' plus a 16th
,"wild card" team, selected'frOl\laUthe
runners-up in ' Regional' Championships,
qualify for , the National Championship
Tournament. .
In addition, the top 8 teams that compete'
on CBS will qualify for the Nationals
bringing the field to 24 teams.. " '
During its, history, College Bowl' has
raised millions of dollars in scholarships for
competing schools. .
This year teams in' the Nationals are .""";"""",,',,,
competing for over $20,000 in scholarships
provided by College Bowl and Time;
In addition, Time has become the official
" research authority for all questions used in
College BowI. ' ,
.If you are interested.in one of the hottest
"sports" on campus, thericome on out and
play; Put together' a team or come out by
vourself.
. For information, contact Steve Dingman
at Student Activities at 385-12?3.
at Boise State University
LAST CALL THIS SEMESTER FO'R TEAMS
Competition to begin in early December.
Call Student Activities office for more information 385..1223
It vou hav/! anv UUl.'SlIOIlS concermoq the UnIOn Shari Courses or
,)rl' Hller,'slcd In h~actllrll1 a cress. C,11!IIII' Sturlent Acnvn.es Of lice al
385·1223
Ctavses ero held In Ihc Student umon BUlldmg unless otherwise
nctco .
f~I'ql'ilrilllOn Illf tne Union Shorl Cou-se Will hl'(jlfl the wCf~k 01
0, I, 'ON 1g and e-o OClllb>!r 31. 1981. All members ot tne Bruse State
U"I""'.!!, Community. Including spouses. may register for $2.00.
rl'J<; ,II~dl!'Jllmnal $1 00 lor every class you Wish 10 take Begtnnm!'J
tt\!.' Wr-f21o.u! October 26. rcqrsnauon Will be open 10 non-members 01
tne U'lIY('r')l:v t.;nmmunlly lor $2 00 Inll,al reqrstrunon plus an attrn-
11r,:lijl 52.00·'nr each class RCQISlralIOn Wilt be h-eld attne Union
Statronrn u.c Slmlenl Union BUilding. Eoronmentts nmued and IS on
it hr~l-cOfllP. mst-sr-rveo baSIS
YOU MUST REGISTER.TO ATIEND A CLASS. IDENTIFICATION OF
AFFILIATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY REOUIRED THE FIRST WEEK
OF REGISTRATION,
Course Instnclor
Taking a UnIOn Snort Course 'is an uncomplicated way 10 expert-
(!nCI'lc<llning wrtnout grades and lor very II\Ue money All courses me
open 10 all pl.'oplp. Thcf'! are no restrictions on age f:l' abilily. If you
arc rnterosteom a course. you may Sign up lor It. (
Tht' leaders vofuntccr IhOlr lime and all the classroom space IS
don.uert. A ", ..Vol tile ,-our~cs ha~e a supply lee 10 cov(!r lhe cost 01
'nalf!f1a!s Itkc crall or fnnc1llcms.
St3r1lng Date
Cav&·Timo
Locallan
The Arl of Plzza!I
Basic ~edllatlon
Bawling ~ All Levels'
Camera Operation
Mado Easy
low Price
ChrJslmBll Decora1iona
Financial Planning
Sell Defenae Awareneu
for Women
Hair Care lor Men
and Women
Cake Decarellng for
all Occatlona
Jillorbug & WeSlern
Swing
r
\,',
l .
j.
Perllonal Money Management
AeslSlance Eurclses
for Women
Running In Wlnler
"Scared V Cal" Swim
Sour Dough Cooking
The Surprlslng.Story
01 Folk M.usle .
Vegotarlanlsm: The
Nalural Diet ror '1ur:nanl
Special U.S.C. Seminars
Moun"ln Villoni Pro-
duction
Jazz.rellS '..
Usa Connelley
Robed Keller
Georgo Gledhill
Greg Hampton
Grog Jahn
Kalhloen Goracke
Tracy Lefter-oll
Jill Collins
RusXIII Myers
Ao3eWanon
Phyllis Bowman
~lchard Rapp
Pal Doonolloy
Cindy Brown
Denny Freeburn
Joan Boylos
Brian ZImmerman
AIM McNelly
RkkHodge
a.v o.Grlnvns
~dt<AlyFI."IIlQan
Jo)1llll.eBuda
tJov.12.1961
Thurs. ].;()().9:00 p.m.
NGv.3-Duc.1
Tucs.,7:00-e:30p.m.
Nov . .4 -Doe. 2
Weds .• 7:0Q-8:00p,m.
Nov.3-Nov.204
Tuos,,2:QO-.3:00p.m.
Nov.o4-Nov.18 .
Weds" 7:00-a:OOp.m.
Nov . .4-Nov.l1
Woos .. 7:()().8:00 p.m,
Nav.3-00c.1
Tues.,7:30-9:3)p.m,
Nov.S-Nov.19
Thura., 7:QO.9:00 p.m ...
Nov. 16&asnoeded .
Mm .• 5:3HI:30p.m.
Nov. 11 & 18th
Wods .. 7:QO.9:oo p.m.
(18th lfneedad)
No\.9-Nov.23
M:lOd .• 5:3G-6:30p.m.
Nov, 10· Nov, 17
Tues .• 3:()()-.4;Xl p.m.
Nov.S-NQ,v.12
Thurs., 6:JO.7:30 p.m.
Nov.5·Dec,3
Thur,., 5:JO.7:oo p.m ..
oec.3
Weds_.7;OO-9:00p.m.
Nov.31f1rrl meellng)
Tuos .• 8:3Op.m.
Nov;4-Nov.18
Weds .• ":~5:3:)p.m.
Nov. 17
TUefI .• 8:Q0.8:00p.m:
Nov,' • Dec. 3
Weds. & Thur .... 1:00-
2:00p.".1. '
Nov. 14, 1981
6at..10:00a.m. -
04:00p.m.
Nov. 11
Wed ... , 4:3(Hi:30 .m
Sna:k Bar
K1ldlen
Tllrlon Room
Ada lounge
Aecroo.lIon
Coni ...
Clearwater
Nov,4-Carlbou
Nov. l1-Telon'
CaribOu Room
Nav.5-Te1on
Nov. 12-19Blg4
Head Shop, SUB
SUB Sn4ek Bar
Klldleo
Auxiliary Gym
c...lbou Room
. Ce.water·
Nov. 5-12 &
Qoc,3·l.ookout
Nov. 1~N6Z Perot
IlMnocI<Room
Auxiliary Gym
Fool
Sna:k Bar Kitchen
Head Shop
NoY •• -5C8rlbou
Nov. 11-12Carlbou
Nov .•18-198enlte
Chamb."
.Dec. 2-3 Cloarwahw
_I., Eventl
Cent •• ~
.IGLD~ge
1. Fill in lorm below and list classes and lees" applicable.. .
2. Bring lorm to the Union Station In the Student Union Building
during the weeks 01October 18 and October 25. (Late registra-
tions will be accepted durl,ng the week of November 1.)
3. Payment 01 registration lees will be accepted when you regis-
ter. Class or material lees will be payable during the first class
meeting.
Name -----'----"-------
Street -------------'-------
City
Zip
____ ,---'---' __ -'--_~' State,_-,, __ -,,-,,_
___________ Age, _
Phone Wo~k No. ---'---'_-'- __
••••••• *.** ••••••• *.* ••••• ~•••••••• *•••• *•••••.•• ~•••••••••
. Have you taken a USCclass belore? Yes 0 No 0
, .
Where did you get this Inlormatlon? __ ~_~ ......,.._
Would you like to tea~h a course? :.c' ----
'What on?
i.h FALL 1981
~ . c;,
Course Title Fee
~..
Tolal Course Fees $, ----'--
plus Registration $,...;.' _...,...-'- __ -,..--:-
Total USC Fees $,======'7""
';
